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In the vast literature on racial and ethnic inequalities, most studies focus on how discrete, 

measurable things get allocated across groups. “Who benefits,” researchers ask as they examine 

the allocation of goods, “and why do some get more than others?” Such questions rightly lie at 

the heart of our collective effort to understand how inequalities persist and change. Yet they are 

not the whole of it.  Disparities across social groups must be reckoned with, not just in terms of 

who gets more or less, but also in terms of how groups are positioned in relation to one another 

and major societal institutions (Tilly 1998).  

In this chapter, we explore racial and ethnic disparities associated with recent changes in 

U.S. policy, primarily in the area of welfare policy but also in the area of criminal justice. Our 

analysis is not a study of distributive disparities; it does not focus on who gets more or less and 

why. Rather, it is a study of civic disparities that asks how recent policy changes are positioning 

different groups vis-à-vis major institutions of the state, market, and civil society. Civic and 

distributive disparities are, of course, related. We focus on the terms of a group’s societal 

inclusion partly because we assume that outcomes of the “who gets what, when, how” variety 

depend on how groups are positioned in relation to societal institutions.  

In this respect, our analysis builds on a long intellectual tradition of analyzing civic and 

distributive disparities as two sides of a single transaction. This is the tradition of Jane Addams 

(1902), who viewed poverty as a combination of economic deprivation and social marginality, 

and who linked both to processes of assimilation in which denigrated “others” were told to act 

“more like us.” It is also the tradition of scholars who have argued that poverty and inequality 

cannot be decoupled from the “social question” of solidarity (Heclo 1995), conceptions of 

“social citizenship” (Marshall 1964), and processes of “civic incorporation” into societal 

institutions (Lieberman 2005). This tradition invites us to rethink the theme of this volume, racial 
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and ethnic disparities, in terms of societal membership. Specifically, we ask: In the United States 

today, how do welfare and criminal justice policies organize governance and establish terms of 

membership in distinctive ways for different racial and ethnic groups? 

Gosta Esping-Andersen (1990: 23) once observed that “the welfare state is… in its own 

right, a system of stratification.” Its policies can classify and locate social groups in ways that 

disrupt or consolidate preexisting patterns of disparity. In what follows, we suggest that 

contemporary U.S. policies are intersecting with race in ways that promote uneven patterns of 

civic incorporation. To be sure, race is less decisive for civic incorporation today than it was in 

Jane Addams’s time. Nevertheless, race continues to influence the kinds of societal institutions 

that individuals encounter and the kinds of institutional positions that individuals occupy (King 

and Smith 2005; Brown et al. 2003). This interplay of race and policy has profound implications 

for the future of citizenship and democracy in the U.S., and it deserves a central place in our 

analysis of how goods, risks, and opportunities are distributed across social groups in America.  

In addition to raising these enduring questions of membership, the theme of this chapter 

is also a timely one. In recent years, arguments over societal inclusion have risen to the forefront 

of welfare state politics. Across Europe, debates over civic inclusion have gathered momentum 

as governments have struggled to cope with immigration, economic integration, changing 

domestic populations, and the shifting relationship between economic disadvantage and social 

marginality (Blank 2003). European discussions of unemployment and welfare are now routinely 

framed by the language of “social exclusion” (Silver 1994). Labor activation policies are cast as 

ways to bring marginal groups into the societal mainstream, primarily by assimilating the long-

term unemployed into the consistently-working labor force (Handler 2004).   
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Welfare reform in the U.S. has followed its own politics of inclusion grounded in “the 

new paternalism” (Mead 1997, 2000). The new paternalism promotes a directive and supervisory 

approach to the poor, emphasizing the need to enforce civic obligations and present an 

appropriate “operational definition of citizenship” (Mead 1986: 7). Because the poor have failed 

to work and form families in the manner expected by “the societal mainstream,” paternalists 

argue, effective civic incorporation will require new disciplinary policies that “tell the poor what 

to do” (Mead 1998).  It is only by meeting the threshold requirements of full and equal 

membership – the “civic minimum” (White 2003) – that the poor can be incorporated as first-

class citizens who deserve the rights, benefits, and privileges associated with that status. 

When federal lawmakers passed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 

Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), they sought to restate the rights and obligations of 

societal membership. PRWORA explicitly stated that citizens are not entitled to public aid and 

that work and marriage should be promoted as the “foundation of a successful society” (PL 96-

104). It imposed new eligibility restrictions along civic lines, placing new bars on minors (who 

lack the full civic standing of adults) and on non-citizen immigrants (Fix and Zimmerman 2002). 

The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program imposed time limits and work 

requirements as conditions for aid and encouraged states to experiment with rules designed to 

assimilate the poor into a life of work and family formation (Winston 2002). Today, the TANF 

program is less about income support than about integrating the poor into mainstream institutions 

and behavior patterns. Work and marriage, valued by many in their own right, are treated in the 

program as stepping stones to full, self-sufficient membership in mainstream society. 

In what follows, we analyze the TANF program as just such a project of incorporation. 

On its face, the TANF program is a race-neutral policy that holds all recipients (with limited 
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exceptions) to the same behavioral standards. It is an effort to integrate poor people of all colors 

into a changing social order where women, including single mothers, increasingly engage in paid 

employment (Orloff 1998). In some respects, this is indeed the program’s effect. In practice, 

however, we suggest that welfare reform also operates in ways that generate civic disparities 

related to race, ethnicity, and immigrant status. As Joel Handler (2004) explains in his recent 

book on the “paradox of inclusion,” policies that aim to incorporate the poor into mainstream 

institutions may do so in ways that actually reinforce their status as second-class citizens. We 

suggest that the TANF program operates in this fashion and that its paradoxes are rooted in the 

complex landscape of race, ethnicity, and immigration in the contemporary United States.  

We begin by tracing the historical relationship between U.S. welfare provision and 

questions of citizenship and race. Next, we describe how policy devolution, privatization, and 

managerial discretion in the TANF program have functioned to generate civic disparities along 

racial and ethnic lines. Our third section situates the TANF program as one part of a broader 

change in the state’s orientation toward the poor. Linking welfare and criminal justice policies, 

we identify a coherent new approach to poverty governance that combines more supervisory and 

punitive state roles with more decentralized and privatized forms of provision. It is a distinctive 

form of governance in the American polity, focused disproportionately on the minority poor.  In 

our last section, we address the complicated ways these policy changes operate at the intersection 

of race and class. Focusing on African Americans, we examine how the new poverty governance 

may enhance class-based civic disparities within a racially defined group. 

I. A History of the Present: Welfare Policy and Civic Incorporation 

Welfare policy in the United States has always been entwined with the politics of race and 

ethnicity, class and gender, immigration and citizenship. It has been debated and used as a tool of 
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civic incorporation, and its implementation has both reflected and redefined prevailing terms of 

inclusion in mainstream society. Throughout this history, the civic consequences of welfare 

policy have depended greatly on the division of policy authority across – and the structure of 

relations between – national, state, and local governments (Lieberman 1998; Mettler 1998). 

Mothers’ Pensions were first enacted by states during the Progressive Era, partly to 

reduce the number of children being placed in orphanages because their impoverished mothers 

could not care for them (Crenson 1998). Many of the reformers who championed these pensions 

did so explicitly in the name of “republican motherhood,” a woman’s special civic duty and right 

to care for the next generation of citizens (Skocpol 1992; Gordon 1994). Republican 

motherhood, for these reformers, reflected the race-specific meaning of American citizenship 

that prevailed at the time (Smith 1997). White mothers were understood as the primary targets of 

assistance, and Mothers’ Pensions were cast as a way to fight back the “race death” threatened 

by the growing numbers of immigrant families that reformers considered nonwhite (Berg 2002). 

Even so, Mothers’ Pension advocates were typically the racial liberals of their time, emphasizing 

that “race death” could be avoided through civic incorporation. As Linda Gordon explains:  

Conservatives tended to view non-WASPs as irremediably inferior. Liberals tended to regard them 
as inferior in culture but potentially responsive to a socialization that could bring them “up” to 
“American” standards. … Mothers’ aid supporters frequently spoke of building citizenship as one 
of the goals of the program, and they meant raising not only children but also mothers to that 
level. The supervision [of recipients] embedded in the mothers’ pension plans aimed at raising 
recipients to “American” standards (Gordon 1994: 47).  
 
 Mothers’ Pensions served as the policy vehicle for significant efforts to “Americanize” 

Polish, Irish, German, and Italian immigrant families, who made up a disproportionate number of 

recipients. Mothers’ aid was more typically withheld from black and Latina women, either 

because their poverty was ignored or because they were viewed as undeserving. “Groups today 

regarded as minorities received only a tiny proportion of mothers’ aid. … In Los Angeles, 

Mexicans were excluded from the mothers-aid on the grounds that their inferior background 
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made it too likely that they would abuse it. Sometimes minorities were excluded from programs; 

at other times programs were not established in locations with large minority populations” 

(Gordon 1994: 48). Thus, Mothers’ Pensions reflected a strange mixture of nationalism, 

maternalist politics, and racially disparate goals related to civic incorporation. These state 

programs became the foundation for more ambitious federal action in 1935.  

The federally funded Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program that 

ended in 1996 began as the Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) program, a minor element of the 

Social Security Act of 1935. The 1935 law produced a two-tiered system of welfare provision, 

with social insurance programs administered at the national level and means-tested public 

assistance programs administered at the state and local levels. The two tiers divided along class, 

race, and gender lines. Social insurance disproportionately benefited the families of white male 

workers, while actively excluding occupations heavily populated by women and people of color, 

such as domestic and agricultural workers (Lieberman 1998). As a result, public aid programs 

controlled at the state and local levels became the primary source of aid for poor female-headed 

families who were more likely to consist of nonwhite beneficiaries (Gordon 1994). 

The subsidiary status of the ADC program reflected a particular combination of civic 

understandings and material interests. As Hugh Heclo (1995: 667-8) explains, the 1935 law 

institutionalized a historically-specific “settlement to the old social question:” it gave civic 

priority to “the male breadwinner and the family dependent on his earnings;” it emphasized 

“security against income loss not economic equality;” and it identified “the nation-state as the 

appropriate arena” of social welfare for citizens in full standing. Exclusion from the national 

system of social insurance meant being incorporated into the civic order on decidedly inferior 

terms (Mettler 1998). For African Americans, this exclusion had its basis in the racial caste 
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system of the Old South. In the 1930s, southern congressmen and agricultural interests worked to 

ensure that public aid would not disturb the southern sharecropping system that relied on poor 

black families to work the fields (Lieberman 1998). They sought and won federal aid programs 

that gave the states substantial control over eligibility, benefit levels, and program rules.  

In the decades that followed, southern administrators ensured that black families had only 

limited access to public relief, in a manner calibrated to the planting and harvesting seasons. As 

black women entered the rolls, some southern states shored up these practices by purging 

recipients for violations of “suitable home” rules and by instituting “employable mothers” rules 

“in areas where seasonal employment was almost exclusively performed by nonwhite families” 

(Bell 1965: 46; Piven and Cloward 1993: 134). Throughout the country, the ADC program 

deviated sharply from the broader move toward a rights-based system of national income 

support. But because they were concentrated in the Southern political economy, poor black 

women dealt with the state through ADC programs that were stricter and more focused on labor 

enforcement. Thus, the New Deal incorporated poor black mothers into the state through an 

inferior channel that was segregated from national insurance, designed to support exploitative 

labor relations, and governed differently than the ADC policies affecting most white mothers.  

This program, later renamed AFDC, expanded dramatically in the 1960s, and again the 

politics of civic incorporation played a key role. AFDC expansion coincided with the tumultuous 

period in which racial minorities finally achieved meaningful citizenship in the United States 

(Quadagno 1994). Indeed, the timing was no mere coincidence. Changes in welfare access were 

part of a broad reconstruction of the civic order that reflected the politics of race. The Economic 

Opportunity Act of 1964 joined the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 

to form a new system of civil, political, and social rights for racial minorities. Expansions of 
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public aid were spurred in part by black migration out of the South, a confrontational civil rights 

movement, and race-based changes in the electoral circumstances of the Democratic Party (Piven 

and Cloward 1974, 1977). State-level welfare expansion tracked closely with black insurgency 

and electoral power (Fording 1997). And ultimately, the War on Poverty was fought through a 

host of local conflicts that gravitated toward issues of Black Power, white privilege, and 

competing visions of how race would operate in the new civic order (Quadagno 1994).  

This confluence of events turned a policy that had long been a racialized in practice into 

a policy that was also racialized in media coverage and in the public mind (Kellstedt 2003). As 

Martin Gilens (2003) has shown, it was at this historical moment that “the poor became black” – 

not just nonwhite, but specifically black – in U.S. media coverage of poverty and welfare and in 

the perceptions of many Americans. In the years that followed, the Democratic Party became 

closely associated with welfare for the black poor (Edsall and Edsall 1991), and attitudes toward 

blacks became a key predictor of white Americans’ welfare policy preferences, partisan loyalties, 

and voting behaviors (Carmines and Stimson 1989; Kinder and Sanders 1996; Gilens 1999).  

The policy debates that led to welfare reform in 1996 took place against this highly 

racialized backdrop. The campaign for reform emphasized deviance from civic norms regarding 

work, sex, and marriage. Reformers called for a more paternalist approach that would require 

and encourage more “mainstream” behavior (Weaver 2000). Although the issue of race was 

rarely explicit, these us-them arguments tended to carry a racial subtext because so many 

Americans identified welfare recipients with poor black women. When asked whom they thought 

of when they heard about “someone on welfare” in 1995, more than twice as many Americans 

named “black women” as any other group (NBC News Poll 1995). The significance of this fact 

is suggested by survey data on stereotyping. In 2000, 30 percent of Americans said they thought 
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most blacks were “lazy,” while the parallel percentages for Hispanics and whites were 18 and 7, 

respectively (Fox 2004). In 2002, 42 percent of surveyed Americans said they thought most 

black women were “sexually irresponsible,” while the parallel percentages for questions about 

Hispanic women and white women were 29 and 18, respectively (analysis of authors’ data).  

This racial overlay played an important role in the political run-up to welfare reform in 

1996. Figure 1 shows the percentage of Americans who cited “poverty” and “welfare” when 

asked to name important national problems, 1960 to 2000. Few Americans focused on welfare 

policy as an important national problem before 1992 or after 1996. Concern about this policy 

spiked between 1992 and 1996, without a corresponding rise in concern about poverty. Kent 

Weaver (2000) has outlined the crucial political role that this aroused public played in 

constraining liberal opponents of conservative reforms, raising the question: who was aroused? 

[Figure 1] 

Based on an analysis of panel data running from 1992 to 1996, Soss (n.d.) finds a striking 

pattern. The aroused segment of the public did not have distinctive demographic characteristics, 

political values, or partisan attachments. Rather, the people activated by the anti-welfare 

campaign came disproportionately from the subset of Americans who viewed blacks as lazier 

than whites. The perception of welfare as a major societal problem became more widespread and 

more closely tied to stereotypes of black laziness between 1992 and 1996. The mobilization and 

racialization of mass opinion rose and fell in tandem. Both were weak in 1992; they shot up 

between 1992 and 1996; and they dissipated together after the passage of welfare reform.  

Thus, despite the fact that reform advocates avoided explicit racial language, images of 

blacks mattered greatly for the making of PRWORA (Hancock 2004). At the same time, though, 

it would be a mistake to view the racial politics of welfare reform solely in black-white terms. 
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Although stereotypes of Hispanics have a less robust relationship to public welfare attitudes, 

there is evidence that they were a significant influence on white welfare attitudes in the 1990s 

(Fox 2004). Moreover, concerns about immigration helped to fuel the campaign for reform, and 

immigrant provisions contained some of the toughest policy changes passed in 1996.  

Between 1980 and 2000, the number of foreign-born people in the U.S. more than 

doubled, rising from an estimated 14.1 million to 31.1 million (Tumlin and Zimmerman 2003). 

This growth was accompanied by rising concerns about how to assimilate immigrants from Latin 

America and Southeast Asia and by anxieties that U.S. welfare benefits might serve as a magnet 

for poor people from these parts of the world (Borjas and Hilton 1996). When welfare reform 

came in 1996, it drew a bright line between citizens and non-citizens. PRWORA barred future 

legal immigrants (arriving after the law’s passage) from receiving Medicaid, Food Stamps, 

Supplemental Security Income, and TANF benefits, lifting this ban only after the establishment 

of citizenship. The law allowed states to choose whether to offer federally-funded Medicaid and 

TANF benefits to “pre-enactment” non-citizen immigrants; it offered Food Stamps to these 

immigrants only if they were over age 65, under age 18, or became disabled. The Congressional 

Budget Office (1996: 27) estimated that almost half of the $54 billion savings initially attributed 

to the welfare reform bill could be traced directly to restrictions on immigrant use of welfare.   

In this manner, PRWORA carried forward a long tradition in U.S. welfare politics.  It 

reflected the enduring complexity of civic understandings rooted in behavioral expectations, 

nativity, class, gender, race, and ethnicity. And it expressed the age-old hope that welfare policy 

could be used to incorporate poor and racially identified “others” into the societal mainstream. 

II. The Slow Unfolding of Civic Disparity: Poverty Policy as an Ongoing Process 
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However much race may have contributed to the politics of welfare reform, PRWORA 

itself contained no race-specific provisions. Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans were not 

singled out for distinctive treatment. State programs were not made subject to racial standards of 

evaluation. PRWORA denied aid to many immigrants, but this action was based on citizenship 

rather than the race or ethnicity of the immigrant. PRWORA limited forms of aid that went 

disproportionately to nonwhites, and it put conditions on aid that nonwhite clients might have 

more difficulty meeting (Schram 2005). But the work requirements, family caps, and other 

restrictions were race-neutral in the law: they applied to types of behavior not people. In short, if 

federal legislation was all that mattered, our analysis of civic disparities in the TANF program 

would be a short story focused on the temporary bans on immigrants prior to naturalization.   

That is why it would be a grievous mistake for students of racial disparities to equate 

welfare reform with the federal law known as PRWORA. Welfare reform is best viewed as an 

ongoing process. To understand how it generates or ameliorates civic inequities, one must follow 

its path down through a cascade of choice points. The TANF program is a complex system of 

incentive and oversight mechanisms traversing multiple levels of governance. Its operation 

depends on the opportunities and incentives that federal lawmakers create for states, that states 

create for local governing boards, that governing boards create for service providers, that service 

providers create for frontline workers, and that frontline workers create for TANF participants.  

Under a system of devolution, privatization, and frontline discretion, clients can 

experience very different kinds of TANF programs in different locales. This approach offers 

important opportunities for tailored policy solutions and dynamic local experimentation. But as 

our brief historical review should make clear, it can also underwrite large differences in the 

treatment accorded to social groups. As Robert Lieberman (1998: 228-29) notes, “the distinction 
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between national and local control and the extent of decentralized bureaucratic discretion have 

been crucial in determining how social policy treats African Americans.”  

PRWORA created strong incentives for state lawmakers to develop their TANF programs 

in restrictive directions. Block grants meant that states could save money by paring back services 

and benefits; they would have to foot the bill if they chose to be more generous. Federal rules 

also limited some state choices solely to restrictive options. Thus, states could shorten but not 

lengthen the 60-month lifetime limit that federal lawmakers placed on TANF participation, and 

they could shorten but not lengthen the 24-month period before work requirements kicked in. 

Performance bonuses and penalties were designed so that states would have clear incentives to 

emphasize caseload reduction and work promotion. As the TANF rolls fell sharply in the late 

1990s, the states reaped caseload reduction credits that eased the pressures of some federal rules. 

They also enjoyed surplus block-grant funds that allowed for greater investment in transitional 

supports. These credits and surpluses were short-lived, however, and the vast majority of states 

“used their new authority to limit access to social provision and, most especially, to shift the 

balance in welfare policy design from rights to obligations” (Mettler 2000: 26).  

Given this context, it is striking that policy choices made after 1996 mainly served to 

reduce civic disparities related to immigrant status. Federal lawmakers told the states to choose 

whether non-citizens who arrived prior to the enactment of PRWORA would be eligible for 

federally funded programs such as TANF and Medicaid. All but Alabama opted to make this 

group eligible (Fix and Zimmerman 1999). Moreover, in response to the federal decision to bar 

post-enactment non-citizen immigrants from receiving Food Stamps, SSI, TANF, and Medicaid, 

many states acted to provide at least a partial state-funded substitute (Zimmerman and Tumlin 

1999).1 Officials from states with large immigrant populations also urged the federal government 
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to soften PRWORA’s immigrant bans. Substantial forms of access to Food Stamps, Medicaid, 

and SSI were reinstated through federal laws passed in 1997, 1998, and 2002.2 Today, 

immigrants occupy a position in the welfare state that remains inferior to that of full citizens. 

They confront more categorical bars to eligibility, and they are subject to more strenuous 

“income deeming” rules that can render them ineligible for aid. What is crucial for our purposes 

is that PRWORA established strong civic disparities along these lines, while later policy choices 

primarily functioned to soften them.  

When we look to factors separating blacks and Latinos from whites, we find the reverse 

pattern. PRWORA made no overt distinctions among these groups, but as states elaborated their 

TANF programs, their policy choices followed a racialized pattern. A number of studies have 

demonstrated the political nature of state policy choices under welfare reform, linking them to 

policymaker ideology, levels of party competition, and class biases in voter participation (e.g., 

Avery and Peffley 2005; Fellows and Rowe 2004; Soss et al. 2001). Across these studies, racial 

composition has emerged as one of the most consistent predictors of restrictive policies. Under 

TANF, states with more blacks and Hispanics in their welfare caseload have been more likely to 

impose strict lifetime limits on aid, family caps on benefits for women who have children while 

receiving aid, and tougher sanctions for non-compliance with program rules (Soss et al. 2001). 

Similar patterns do not emerge for the provision of supportive TANF benefits, but they are 

robust for directive and punitive policies (Gais and Weaver 2002). The correlation between racial 

composition and restrictive state welfare rules extends back to policy choices made under the 

AFDC waiver system (Fording 2003) and out to policy choices regarding TANF eligibility rules 

and the degree of flexibility in state welfare-to-work requirements (Fellows and Rowe 2004).  
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The same pattern appears for state choices to devolve TANF policy authority down to the 

local level. In most states, TANF implementation now varies somewhat across local providers. 

Some states, however, have devolved more substantial control over policy and contracting down 

to counties or regional governing bodies (Nathan and Gais 1999; Gainesborough 2003). One 

recent study finds that such “second-order” devolution has been significantly more likely in 

states where people of color are more prevalent among welfare recipients (Fording, Schram, and 

Soss 2005). Here again, the state-level patterns run parallel for blacks and Hispanics.  

To illustrate, Figure 2 shows the predicted effects of a rising black presence on the 

welfare rolls for a hypothetical state with average values on all other variables included in the 

authors’ regression models.3  As the black percentage of the rolls rises across its observed range, 

so too do the odds that a state will devolve TANF authority to the local level, adopt a full-family 

sanction, impose strict time limits on TANF participation, and place a family cap on aid for 

children born to participants. Indeed, the magnitude of these effects is quite striking, with 

predicted probabilities for all four policy choices ending above .90. We find similar results for 

the presence of Hispanics in three areas: time limits, family caps, and second-order devolution. 

[Figure 2] 

Such patterns tell us little about policymakers’ motivations. They could arise because 

lawmakers have acted on racialized images of welfare recipients. Or they could arise from 

aspects of institutional racism that have little to do with individuals’ attitudes and beliefs. Or they 

could arise, not because of contemporary racial politics, but because of the different ways race 

has shaped political development in different states. One could list many possibilities. The key 

issue, for us, is not the presence or absence of racist motivation. It is the potential for state policy 

choices to generate disparities in the ways social groups are positioned vis-à-vis the state.  
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Again, a comparison of blacks and whites suffices to illustrate. Figure 3 presents data on 

the extent to which black and white TANF families were exposed to five “strong” TANF 

program elements in 2001. The proportions in the upper panel show the consistency of the 

disparity. Black participants were more likely than their white counterparts to be participating in 

a state where work requirements exceeded the federal minimum, additional aid was prohibited 

for children conceived by TANF participants, lifetime limits on aid were set shorter than the 

federal requirement, non-compliance could generate a full-family sanction, and TANF policy 

was controlled primarily at the local level.  

The raw caseload numbers in the lower panel show the cumulative effects of these 

disparities. Although some differences in the upper panel are small, they accumulate to produce 

large differences in the overall policy designs encountered by black and white TANF families. 

Black families predominate in programs with 2 or with 3 to 5 of these stringent features. White 

families predominate in programs with 0 or 1 of these features. In fact, whites participated under 

the most lenient designs in 2001 at a rate almost double that of blacks (30 vs. 16 percent). As in 

so many aspects of contemporary American life, racial disparities in the TANF program flow, 

not from any single overt act of discrimination, but from the multiplication of minor 

differences.4  

[Figure 3] 

Indeed, these differences continue to multiply as one moves down from the state to the 

local level. Under local program administration, racial equity in American welfare provision has 

often been sacrificed to the exigencies of local labor markets and political pressures (Gooden 

2003). Contemporary evidence suggests this pattern is not entirely a thing of the past. A recent 

study of Missouri’s TANF program, for example, found that black recipients were more likely to 
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be sanctioned than whites in every county in the state (Keiser, Meuser, and Choi 2004). 

Moreover, as the black percentage of county residents rose, sanctioning rates rose as well – right 

up to a tipping point where counties with very large numbers of black residents (presumably 

capable of attaining greater political control) produced dramatically lower sanctioning rates.5 A 

separate study of sanctions in the Florida TANF program offers further evidence of how race and 

place intersect with local welfare implementation. In addition to finding that black and Hispanic 

recipients were more likely to be sanctioned than white recipients, the authors found a dramatic 

difference in the impact of political context. For white clients, participation in a liberal versus a 

conservative county had no impact on sanction rates. For blacks and Hispanics, sanction rates 

were substantially larger in politically conservative locales and smaller in politically liberal 

locales (Fording, Schram, and Soss 2005). Under contemporary welfare devolution, local 

contexts continue to matter greatly for the extent of racial and ethnic disparities.   

Before moving on, one last point must also be made about disparities within the TANF 

program. Our discussion in this section has assumed that people participating under the same 

TANF rules are, in fact, similarly situated. This assumption is unwarranted, and it serves to 

understate the disparate positioning of social groups in the TANF program.  

A race-neutral program that demands “work first” from everyone, and then evaluates and 

sanctions clients based on work-related outcomes, will predictably convert a group’s labor-

market disadvantages into program disadvantages. For example, policies that demand work first 

and offer little time or assistance for English acquisition have distinctive implications for 

immigrants (Pabst 2005). Thus, although welfare reform ultimately did little to change the 

immigrant proportion of the welfare caseload,6 Tumlin and Zimmerman (2003) report that this 

observation papers over crucial differences: “immigrants are getting on welfare at lower rates 
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than citizens” but they are “having a harder time getting off TANF because they face significant 

barriers to employment, are less likely to work while on TANF, and are often the last ones 

“called up’ for the remaining employment services available under TANF.” Similarly, Schram 

(2005) reviews evidence that racial differences in access to education, job openings, and social 

capital make it harder for nonwhite clients to meet work requirements and to leave welfare for 

paid work or marriage to a working spouse. Partly for these reasons, whites have left TANF 

faster than nonwhites, while nonwhites have been more likely to exhaust their allowable program 

time, get sanctioned off welfare, and cycle back to welfare after leaving for work (Schram 2005).  

Thus, racial and ethnic groups differ in what they bring to the TANF program, and they 

tend to participate under different kinds of policy designs once they get there. The logic of racial 

disparity unfolds slowly through this interplay, as disadvantages multiply and accumulate. 

III. Paternalism and Disparity at the Intersection of Welfare and Criminal Justice 

The civic consequences of a public policy flow, not only from how various groups are 

positioned within it, but also from how it positions its targets in relation to the broader citizenry 

and state. In this section, we suggest that recent changes in welfare and criminal justice policies 

have combined to create a distinctively marginal position in American civic life.  

As the 20th century drew to a close, the American state shifted its orientation toward low-

income citizens. The change reflected two rising forces in U.S. politics: neoliberal (free market) 

conservatism and paternalist (social order) conservatism. One the one hand, governance of the 

poor was redesigned to emphasize privatization, competition, and devolution – a reinvention of 

government along neoliberal lines. On the other, policies for the poor began to place a greater 

emphasis on direction, supervision, and punishment – a set of developments that Lawrence Mead 

(1997) praises as the “new paternalism” and that Charles Murray (1999) laments as a form of 
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“custodial democracy.” Together, these changes have forged a new logic of poverty governance 

that is more muscular in its normative enforcement and more dispersed in its organizational 

forms. Loic Wacquant (2005) refers to this new regime as the “neoliberal paternalist” state. 

Traditional theories of social control treat welfare and criminal justice policies as related 

tools for regulating the poor (Fording 2001), and it is striking how the dramatic changes in these 

policy areas have paralleled each other. The long run-up to federal welfare reform coincided with 

a restructuring of criminal sentencing practices and a dramatic increase in incarceration (Garland 

2000; Mauer and Chesney-Lind 2002). Figure 4 illustrates the stunning transformation that 

occurred in the 1990s. In just a decade’s time, the number of Americans receiving cash welfare 

dropped by more than 50 percent, while the number incarcerated rose by over 50 percent.7  

[Figure 4] 

The consequences of rising incarceration in the U.S. are covered in greater detail 

elsewhere in this volume (see Uggen and Wheelock). Our purpose here is more specific: to 

explain how rising incarceration has intersected with welfare reform to create a distinctive civic 

position for low-income racial minorities in the U.S.  

Rising incarceration has, of course, affected poor communities most intensely (Reiman 

2004). Its greatest effects, however, have been concentrated in poor communities of color. 

Today, Latinos are almost twice as likely as whites to be incarcerated; blacks are about eight 

times as likely (Pettit and Western 2004). By their early thirties, around 14 percent of white men 

lacking a high school degree can expect to have spent time in prison; the rate for black men in 

this educational group is 59 percent (Pettit and Western 2004). These numbers are staggering, 

but to grasp their import for poor blacks and Hispanics, one must consider how their effects 

ripple through social networks, family trees, neighborhoods, and community organizations. The 
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transformation of criminal justice policy in the United States is a palpable presence in the lives of 

large numbers of poor blacks and Hispanics. For most affluent and/or white Americans, these 

policy changes are little more than news dispatches from a distant front.  

A parallel story may be told for welfare retrenchment. Social welfare supports have been 

dwindling for all Americans (Hacker 2004), but direct contact with welfare state paternalism 

remains a more restricted experience. National social insurance programs and private employee 

benefits remain the civic norm. Most Americans have no experience with social policies that 

seek out drug usage and penalize felony records, that condition aid on behavioral obligations 

related to work and family, that require a discretionary relationship with a caseworker, or that 

use the overt threat of sanctions to enforce a mandatory schedule of weekly appointments. These 

sorts of program rules define the experience of government for only a small segment of the 

citizenry – a group of people who are poor and disproportionately black and Hispanic.  

For these Americans, prisons and welfare agencies are crucial sites of citizenship, as are 

courts and other crime-and-welfare-related components of government. These are the places 

where the rights and obligations of citizenship get negotiated, asserted, and imposed. They are 

the sites where public policies gets translated – by police and prison guards and welfare case 

managers – from abstract legislative words into real decisions that affect real lives. Hence, they 

are places where citizens’ capacities to speak, to influence decisions, and to make use of 

procedural protections count in unusually direct and consequential ways. They are also places 

where citizens learn basic lessons about their relationship to the state and develop consequential 

beliefs about whether it is wise or effective to try to influence government (Soss 2000).  

Thus, it matters quite a bit for American civic life that the operating principles of these 

institutions have changed profoundly under neoliberal paternalism. Over the past few decades, 
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we have witnessed the rise of the super-max prison and broader moves toward restricted-activity 

warehousing; a growing tendency to transfer prisoners to distant states and remote rural areas; 

the pruning of rehabilitation and leave programs; and the passage of the Prison Litigation Reform 

Act of 1996, which raised the statutory standards for a prisoner pursuing a case in court. These 

and other changes have increased the isolation and vulnerability of people sentenced to prison 

(Feeley and Swearingen 2004; Rhodes 2004; Garland 2001; Wacquant 2001).  

Welfare programs have experienced parallel changes. Policy devolution and work-first 

have been accompanied by the loss of substantive entitlement and by significant limitations on 

due process rights, acceptable grounds for grievances, and access to fair hearing procedures 

(Mink 2002). This dramatic loss of standing for clients has been paired with expanded authority 

for caseworkers through new capacities to sanction and new forms of discretion over the kinds of 

information and resources provided to clients. In short, if we examine the relationship between 

state and citizen as it now plays out inside U.S. welfare agencies and prisons, we find that an 

increasingly custodial form of governance has emerged. Because poor blacks and Latinos are 

disproportionately the objects of this governance, neoliberal paternalism implies a significant 

change in the quality of citizenship experienced by these groups relative to others in society.  

The distinctive terms of this civic membership become even more apparent if one 

considers how welfare and criminal justice systems now contribute to the disproportionate 

targeting of poor blacks and Hispanics for ongoing government surveillance. As poverty 

governance has moved in a more custodial direction, it has strengthened its reach beyond the 

brick-and-mortar boundaries of welfare agencies and prisons. Today, more than 80 percent of 

people leaving prison are placed on parole, and the number of people sent back to prison for 

parole violations is seven times higher than it was 20 years ago (Travis 2005: 40).8 As David 
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Garland (2001: 178) explains, this post-prison supervision entails a civic status that is inferior to 

what most Americans experience and inferior to what most ex-convicts used to experience.  

Offenders who are released ‘into the community’ are subject to much tighter control than 
previously, and frequently find themselves returned to custody for failure to comply with the 
conditions that continue to restrict their freedom. For many of the parolees and ex-convicts, 
the ‘community’ into which they are released is actually a closely monitored terrain, a 
supervised space, lacking much of the liberty that one associates with ‘normal life’.  
 

Thus, incarceration begets civic marginality not just because of the prison experience and 

its social and economic consequences (see chapters by Pager; Uggen and Wheelock), but also 

because ex-prisoners are “subjected to ever longer and broader post-detention forms of social 

control and symbolic branding that durably set them apart from the rest of the population” 

(Wacquant 2001: 112). Release into a poor minority neighborhood now usually signifies a shift 

rather than a break in the governance relationship established by criminal conviction and 

incarceration: “With fully 54 percent of offenders failing to complete their term of parole in 1997 

(compared to 27 percent in 1984), and parole violators making up a third of all persons admitted 

in state penitentiaries every year (two-thirds in California), parole has become an appendage of 

the prison which operates mainly to extend the social and symbolic incapacities of incarceration 

beyond its walls” (Wacquant 2001: 113). 

On the welfare side, we find a less substantial but parallel erosion of the line between 

program insiders and leavers. As official TANF caseloads have declined and transitional work 

support programs have grown, there has been an increase in the number of ex-TANF recipients 

who have an ongoing administrative relationship with the state.9 This expansion of transition 

services has already stimulated calls to extend the reach of paternalist supervision to program 

leavers. Lawrence Mead, for example, argues that administrative enforcement serves clients well 

in the TANF program and, hence, the state should not abandon them after they leave the program 

for paid employment. He calls for a more expansive “post-exit paternalism” that conditions the 
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provision of wage supplements and support services (including the EITC program) on behavioral 

obligations enforced through administrative oversight.10   

It is too early to know what these emerging developments will produce. But if a more 

broadly applied welfare paternalism combines with the greatly expanded post-prison supervision 

now in place, it will have major implications for the civic status of poor people of color. In many 

low-income black and Hispanic neighborhoods, we now face the real prospect of having a large 

percentage of the community placed under direct, ongoing state supervision related to post-

prison re-entry, welfare-to-work transition, and ongoing needs for income support. To the extent 

that this supervision is actually moving poor people of color into the societal mainstream – 

toward greater social and economic opportunities – one must do some complicated balancing to 

assess its net effects on civic disparities. To date, however, welfare leavers have remained 

overwhelmingly poor (Schultze 2005), and so have ex-prisoners (Pettit and Western 2004). For 

poor racial minorities, neoliberal paternalism has manifestly created a more distinctive civic 

status and a distinctively vulnerable position vis-à-vis the state. Its positive contributions toward 

civic incorporation remain decidedly more difficult to ascertain.  

IV. Advanced Marginalization and the Intersection of Race and Class 

The policy dynamics we have discussed in this chapter have the potential to isolate low-

income racial minorities, not just from white Americans but also from middle-class racial 

minorities. Indeed, some of the policy effects we have discussed are more likely to be 

experienced by a poor white person than by a more affluent person of color. Thus, to understand 

how changes in welfare and criminal justice policy are reshaping citizenship in the U.S., one 

must take intersectionality seriously. To do so adequately would require more space than we 

have here and much more substantial attention to gender.11 We restrict our attention to the 
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intersection of race and class, asking how the rise of custodial policies is changing the civic 

position of low-income blacks vis-à-vis the black middle class.  

The rise of neoliberal paternalism has coincided with remarkable social and economic 

advancement for many African Americans Today, income inequalities are greater among African 

Americans than among white Americans (Hochschild 1995: 48). In political science, the question 

most often asked about this class polarization is whether it has undermined black solidarity or the 

cohesiveness of black political interests and behaviors. The answer from survey researchers has 

been a resounding “no.” Numerous studies suggest that feelings of linked fate continue to be 

widespread among African Americans and that middle class blacks remain committed to a race-

based conception of their political interests (Dawson 1994; Tate 1993).    

These studies offer important insights into individual-level opinion, but they do so in a 

way that pays remarkably little attention to “politics among black people” (Reed 2004: 127). In 

asking whether class polarization now “trumps” racial solidarity, these studies rarely stop to ask 

how class-based privileges and organizations may shape the terms of racial cohesion and the 

articulation of “black interests.” Critics, such as Adolph Reed (2004: 133-4), argue that “the 

generic politics of racial advancement [has become] skewed to programmatic agendas that confer 

concrete benefits disproportionately on those [in the] petit bourgeois strata… [It is] a singular 

class vision projected as the organic and transparent sensibility of [blacks] as a whole.” Going 

farther, and echoing a broader historical literature on “racial respectability” (Wolcott 2001; 

White 2001), Cathy Cohen (1999) suggests that the partial incorporation of more elite members 

of a subordinate group may generate pressures to reform, regulate, or suppress the problems of 

more marginal group members under a political logic she calls “advanced marginalization.”  

While many African Americans struggle to maintain some decent standard of living 
under a pattern of advanced marginalization, others have secured unprecedented access to 
dominant institutions and find themselves solidly integrated at multiple levels into the 
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state apparatus. Those marginal group members who are close to the edges of dominant 
power, where access and involvement in decision making actually seem possible, 
confront incentives to promote and prioritize those issues and members thought to 
“enhance” the public image of the group, while controlling and making invisible those 
issues and members perceived to threaten the status of the community (Cohen 1999: 27).  
 
This dynamic has far-reaching implications for the civic disparities generated by 

neoliberal paternalism. At a minimum, recent policy changes widen the gap between the 

experiences and circumstances of poor and middle-class blacks. Welfare offices and prisons may 

serve as key sites of interaction with the state for poor African Americans, but they are rarely 

experienced by middle- and upper-income blacks. As incarceration rates for high school-

educated black men have soared in recent decades, the risk of imprisonment for college-educated 

black men has actually declined (Pettit and Western 2004: 161). Thus, as the state’s new 

approach to poverty governance creates a more distinctive civic position for poor blacks, Cohen 

and Reed suggest the potential for a growing gap to emerge between the political interests of 

poor blacks and the political agendas articulated by middle-class black political organizations.12  

Indeed, it is not just effects on poor blacks that may widen this gap. The neoliberal 

paternalism that has exposed low-income blacks to increasing surveillance and punishment has 

simultaneously generated large numbers of civil-service jobs for middle-class blacks. To be sure, 

large numbers of black professionals work in fields that have nothing do with these policies. But 

today, middle-class African Americans are disproportionately likely to work in criminal justice, 

social work, and social welfare professions that focus on managing the problems of poor black 

communities (Cohen 1999). Roger Waldinger (1996: 252) highlights one potential consequence 

of this fact in arguing that “while the black middle class largely works in government, the black 

poor are its dependents.… Public sector concentration thus pits the interests of the city’s black 

middle class against the interests of its black poor.” Emphasizing this possibility, Cohen (1999: 

27) argues that advanced marginalization “not only allows for limited mobility on the part of 
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some marginal group members, but also transfers much of the direct management of other, less 

privileged marginal group members to individuals who share the same group identity.”  

The concentration of middle-class blacks in policing and social work jobs means that 

poor and affluent blacks often occupy opposing roles in social control relationships. It would 

oversimplify these relationships to assume that they necessarily pit the interests of one against 

the other. Middle-class people from disadvantaged groups may function as “bureaucratic 

representatives” working on behalf of the group rather than as gatekeepers policing their own 

(Selden 1997; Keiser et al. 2002). Yet as Celeste Watkins (2003) demonstrates, the politics of 

racial respectability can be a powerful force in welfare agencies, leading black case managers to 

embrace the state’s paternalism as a means to discipline their own. Concentration in such 

managerial positions means that middle-class blacks often work in jobs where they confront time 

and again the most distressing behaviors and choices to be found in poor black neighborhoods. 

Beyond this minimum, middle class blacks may embrace the state’s supervision of poor blacks in 

the name of racial uplift and in the interest of preserving group respectability.13   

All of this suggests that the new approach to poverty governance may promote civic 

disparities between poor and middle-class blacks – differences in the ways they are positioned in 

relation to the state and each other. A November 2004 column written by Marcellus Andrews in 

The Black Commentator portrayed these strains in strong terms, highlighting the complexity of 

racial solidarity under stress. Pointing to the “fraying of a historic bond between the black middle 

class and the black poor,” Andrews argues: “Bill Cosby’s complaint about poor black people, 

unfair as it is, is nonetheless the view of many middle class black people who see poverty as a 

trap made worse by self-destructive behavior.…It is perfectly possible for middle class blacks to 

be angry at conservative white people and poor black people at the same time” (Andrews 2004).   
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These arguments suggest a uniquely intense form of social exclusion for poor blacks – 

not only in relation to whites but also in relation to middle-class blacks. Taken alone, we suspect 

this view may overstate the civic disparities between poor and middle-class African Americans. 

It is important to remember that class-based disparities among blacks are emerging today in a 

context of economic and policy change that is making middle-class status less stable than it used 

to be (Hacker 2004). Indeed, the risk of falling from the middle class may be greatest for blacks 

because, although they are middle class by virtue of their annual incomes, they rarely hold 

significant assets (Shapiro 2004). Most people in the black middle class have little to fall back on 

in the event of an unanticipated illness or an especially costly decision. And they are likely to 

have poor friends and family whose needs can easily turn into drains on their limited resources.  

In fact, one should not overestimate the existing social distance between poor and 

middle-class African Americans. As Mary Patillo-McCoy (1999) describes in Black Picket 

Fences, the kin networks of middle-class blacks are rarely devoid of poor relatives in need of 

assistance. Middle-class black neighborhoods are often close to poorer black neighborhoods, 

with considerable traffic across the neighborhood line. Patillo-McCoy suggests that middle-class 

blacks may not be so insulated from the problems of poor black neighborhoods after all. For 

many middle-class blacks, the effects of the new poverty governance may be quite a bit more 

meaningful than a news dispatch from a distant front. These policies are likely to have affected a 

relative, friend, or acquaintance; they are likely to have affected someone connected to a son or 

daughter. Such connections to welfare and criminal justice policies are, of course, less direct than 

the experiences of low-income African Americans. But they offer an important counterpoint to 

out theme, holding out the potential for cross-class racial solidarity and shared civic experience.   

Conclusion 
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In an essay on social citizenship published a decade ago, Hugh Heclo (1995: 667-70) 

argued that the old settlement of the social question that Americans embraced in the mid-20th-

century was being swept away and that a new settlement would need to be forged. In this essay, 

we have explored several implications of the new settlement. A new approach to poverty 

governance has emerged, with important implications for racial and ethnic disparities in the 

United States. The state’s new orientation toward marginal populations blends neoliberal 

commitments to devolution, privatization, and market incorporation with paternalist 

commitments to directive, supervisory, and punitive mechanisms of social control. We say 

“blends” because, although market liberalism and statist paternalism may have their tensions as 

ideologies, together they now constitute a coherent regime of practice for regulating the poor.14 

Our goal in this essay has been to show how specific features of this regime – features embedded 

in and enacted through public policy – are reshaping civic disparities associated with race, 

ethnicity, and immigrant status in the United States.  

Three propositions lie at the heart of our analysis. First, neoliberal policy devolution 

operates in practice as a mechanism that creates racial disparities in the context of overtly race-

neutral policy. Its cascade of choice points serves to introduce and compound racial differences. 

The result is a system in which low-income blacks and Hispanics occupy a distinctive position in 

relation to the state. They confront a regime of practice that more often operates according to the 

toughest rules and with the most local discretion. Second, the new poverty governance subjects 

poor people of color to a system of social control that is more muscular than policies experienced 

only a couple decades ago, and that is far removed from the experiences of most Americans 

today. Third, the implications of this new approach to poverty governance vary greatly by class, 

fueling complex dynamics of advanced marginalization within disadvantaged racial and ethnic 
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groups. In an era in which some black people have gained new access to advanced degrees and 

other credentials that facilitate incorporation, the poorest African Americans are branded with 

the mark of a criminal record and the stigma of welfare dependence. The civic positions of these 

two groups are growing more distant from each other, but they are also tied to one another 

through the emergence of a significant black professional class employed in positions that 

manage the social problems (and people) found in poor black communities. 

Over the past few decades, racial and ethnic politics have played an important role in the 

rise of neoliberal paternalism. Criminal justice policy and welfare for the poor are among the 

most race-coded government activities in the American polity. This race-coding helped smooth 

the way for a new approach to poverty governance, and it has shaped the trajectory of this regime 

over time. Public policies, however, are not just products of politics, racial or otherwise. They 

are also political forces in their own right with the power to reorganize the civic order. Today, 

neoliberal paternalism is reinventing the divided citizenry in the United States along racial and 

ethnic lines. Its operation warrants close scrutiny from all who hope to achieve an inclusive 

democracy in America.  
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Figure 1: Perceptions of Poverty and Welfare Policy as Important National Problems: 
 Responses to Open-Ended Questions, 1960-2000 
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Note: Data come from the American National Election Studies time series, 1960-2000. Lines indicate the percentage of respondents in each year naming 
“poverty” or “welfare” in response to the open-ended question, “What do you think are the most important problems facing this country?” 
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Figure 2. The Effect of Black Caseload Percentage on Welfare Policy Choices  
in a Hypothetical “Average State” 
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Note: Predicted probabilities are based on multivariate models reported in Soss et al. 2001 and Fording, 
Schram, and Soss 2005. All variables in these models, other than the black percentage of AFDC caseloads 
in 1996, were set to their means for purposes of calculating “average” effects. For second-order devolution, 
state-level control variables include government ideology, AFDC participation rate, unmarried birth rate, 
unemployment rate, the intensity of party competition, population per square mile, per capita tax revenues, 
increases in incarceration between 1990 and 1996, a tradition of policy innovation score, class bias in voter 
turnout,  and Hispanic percent of AFDC participants in 1996. For the other three policies, state-level 
controls include government ideology, AFDC participation rate, unmarried birth rate, unemployment rate, 
the intensity of party competition, increases in incarceration between 1990 and 1996, a tradition of policy 
innovation score, lower-class voter turnout,  and Hispanic percent of AFDC participants in 1996.  
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Figure 3. Interstate Variation and Disparate Positioning in the TANF Program  
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Panel 3b. Cumulative Exposure to TANF Program Features by Race of Family, 2001 
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Note: Calculations are based on TANF caseload data from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services for October 2000 to September 2001; state TANF policies are as reported in Soss et al. 2001. 
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Figure 4. Proportional Change in Rates of Incarceration and AFDC/TANF Receipt,  

1990-2001 
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Note: TANF caseload data are from the Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, http://www.acf.dhhs.gov/news/stats/3697.htm. Incarceration data are from the 
U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/incrt.htm. 
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Endnotes  
 
                                                 
1 Twenty-eight states created at least one state-funded program in these areas, fifteen provided at least two, 
ten offered at least three, and two offered all four (Zimmerman and Tumlin 1999). As of 2003, nineteen 
states used state-funds to provide “TANF-like” assistance to legal immigrants who arrived after the passage 
of PRWORA. These programs offer aid on largely the same terms as these states’ TANF programs for 
citizens (Tumlin and Zimmerman 2003).  
 
2 The Balanced Budget Act of 1997, The Agricultural Research, Extension, and Education Reform Act of 
1998, and the Farm Bill of 2002 (see Haider et al 2004: 749).  
  
3 Predicted probabilities second-order devolution are based on the model presented in Fording, Schram, and 
Soss 2005. All others shown in this figure are based on models presented in Soss et al. 2001.  
 
4 Because Hispanics are concentrated geographically in the United States, their exposure to these features 
of the TANF program depends heavily on the policy choices of a small number of states. As a result, their 
exposure exhibits greater variation across policies. For example, Hispanics are far more likely to 
experience second-order devolution (.80) than are blacks or whites, but they are far less likely to live in a 
state with a time limit shorter than federal requirements (.29). The largest number of Hispanic families 
participates under the middle type shown in the lower panel, with 2 of the 5 “strong” program features.  
 
5 Because of this tipping point, black recipients actually actually had a slightly lower sanctioning rate for 
the state as a whole. See Keiser, Meuser, and Choi 2004. 
 
6 Tumlin and Zimmerman (2003) report: “As of 2000, noncitizens accounted for 10 percent of all families 
reporting TANF receipt, the same share as in 1994. Adding refugees (2 percent) and naturalized immigrants 
(4 percent) brings the foreign-born share of all TANF families to 16 percent—marginally higher than their 
15 percent share in 1994.” 
 
7 The dramatic increase in incarceration, of course, began long before 1990 (Travis 2005: 21-38).  
 
8 In fact, the number of people sent back to prison for parole violations each year is now as high as the total 
number of prison admissions was in 1980 (Travis 2005: 40). 
 
9 Recent estimates suggest that TANF caseloads would rise by 50 to 100 percent if families that received 
TANF-funded “post-exit” services, but not cash assistance, were included in the caseload count (Fernstad 
and Neuberger 2002). 
 
10 See Mead 2004 and Mead’s roundtable comments at the annual conference of the Midwest Political 
Science Association, Chicago, IL, April 8, 2005.  
 
11 After all, the channeling of poor people of color into experiences of incarceration versus welfare depends 
most directly on the individual’s sex, with about 90 percent of adult TANF recipients being women and 
about 90 percent of adult prisoners being men. This gendered pattern grows all the more intriguing when 
considered alongside the rising rehabilitation agenda of welfare paternalism and the declining rehabilitation 
agenda of American prisons. 
 
12 Consistent with this analysis, Dawson (1994: 205, 181-99) reports that “affluent African Americans are 
much less likely to support economic redistribution than those with fewer resources [and] the most affluent 
African Americans hold views more consistent with those of the conservative white mainstream.” 
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13 And of course, the politics of racial respectability may also bolster the forces we have already identified 
as encouraging black middle class silence on the problems confronting black welfare recipients and current 
and former prisoners. As Cohen (1999: 346) notes in her study of AIDS and black poltics: “Those groups 
suffering most from AIDS in African-American communities were constructed as standing outside the 
indigenous moral and racial codes of the community as defined in part by the black church. Members of 
these subgroups were perceived as a disgrace to “the community” and thus not worth the expense of the 
limited political capital controlled by black elites.”   
  
14 Our formulation here, “regime of practice for regulating the poor,” intentionally draws together Foucault 
(1991) and Piven and Cloward (1993). For related arguments, see Wacquant (2005).  
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